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CUCCX APIs overview question

 Frantisek Marousek 2 posts since Jan 14, 2013

CUCCX APIs overview question May 2, 2015 7:26 AM
Hello,

I'm new to CUCCX APIs and I would like to organize my findings about APIs. Is further information about

CUCCX APIs correct?

 

REST API - also known as a UCCX Configuration API

- Cisco UCCXAPI

- described in document "CUCCX Developer Guide"

- can be used to configure agents (resources), campaings, applications, triggers, CSQs, skills etc. using HTTP

methods

 

additional questions:

- I have found some information about making calls using REST API. Do I understand it correctly, that I can

make outbound call using this API and I don't have to make outbound call using IVR application with PlaceCall

step, which is triggered by HTTP trigger?

- I need to dynamically change agents skills during a day. Can I make it using Resource API and "skillMap"

structure contained in its messages?

 

UCCX CTI API

- Cisco UCCXCTI

- described in document "UCCX CTI Protocol Guide"

- can be used to get live data from CCX

- similar to CUCM JTAPI, but used with CCX features

- can be used to make my own agents application which can be built-in in to the customers CRM/IRP system

- using this API, I can login as a agent, change agents state, accept incoming call, make hold, transfer etc.

 

additional questins:

- is it possible to use this API (or another API) to select some queued call from CSQ and deliver it to some

particular agent? Or do I have to do it with using custom database. IVR script should put a record of each call

into the table, with empty agent assignment field. Agents should have the gadget to access the table, and

when they select the record, it should write agentID into the appropriate table field. During queueing sequence,

periodically, IVR script should check if current call have agent assignment, and if so, to exit with sending the

call to the agent?

 

Are there any CUCCX APIs which can be used? What about Finesse API? There is a link in Developer guide,

to https://developer.cisco.com/web/finesse/docs but this site does not exist

 

https://cisco-marketing.hosted.jivesoftware.com/people/fmarousek
https://cisco-marketing.hosted.jivesoftware.com/people/fmarousek
https://developer.cisco.com/web/uccxapi
https://developer.cisco.com/site/express-cti/overview/
https://developer.cisco.com/web/finesse/docs
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Thank you, Frantisek
Tags: cti, api, cuccx, rest

 Vijay Dheenadayalan 22 posts since Nov 17, 2014

Re: CUCCX APIs overview question May 5, 2015 12:51 AM

Hi Frantisek,

 

Please find my answers inline.

 

I have found some information about making calls using REST API. Do I understand it correctly, that I can

make outbound call using this API and I don't have to make outbound call using IVR application with PlaceCall

step, which is triggered by HTTP trigger?

 

Answer: UCCX IVR outbound is not triggered by a HTTP Trigger.

1. we can configure campaigns in UCCX through REST API. we have Agent based Direct preview outbound

and IVR based Progressive and Predictive Outbound campaigns till CCX v10.0 and after CCX v10.5 we have

Agent based progressive and predictive along with the legacy outbound options available till 10.0.

2. we can import contacts to be dialled out in UCCX through REST API.

3. The calling/dialling out depends on

a. The campaign start time and end time

b. Whether the campaign is enabled or not.

c. Whether there are contacts imported.

d. if there are any more licensed outbound

IVR ports(in case of IVR based Prog/pred) [or]

Agents(in case of Agent Based campaigns) available.

 

So you cannot make calls as such through REST API but instruct the CCX dialer to dial out or stop dialling out

the contacts by enabling/disabling or by modifying the start and end time through REST API.

 

- I need to dynamically change agents skills during a day. Can I make it using Resource API and "skillMap"

structure contained in its messages?

 

Answer: Yes you can. Dynamic changes will not affect the calls in progress and may take a while for the

changes to be reflected in a call flow. There was an atomikos upgrade that was done in 10.5 after which the

delay in the dynamic changes to take effect has greatly reduced.

 

- is it possible to use this API (or another API) to select some queued call from CSQ and deliver it to some

particular agent?

 

Answer: No

 

https://cisco-marketing.hosted.jivesoftware.com/community/developer/express-cti/tags#/?tags=cti
https://cisco-marketing.hosted.jivesoftware.com/community/developer/express-cti/tags#/?tags=api
https://cisco-marketing.hosted.jivesoftware.com/community/developer/express-cti/tags#/?tags=cuccx
https://cisco-marketing.hosted.jivesoftware.com/community/developer/express-cti/tags#/?tags=rest
https://cisco-marketing.hosted.jivesoftware.com/people/vdheenad
https://cisco-marketing.hosted.jivesoftware.com/people/vdheenad
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Or do I have to do it with using custom database. IVR script should put a record of each call into the table, with

empty agent assignment field. Agents should have the gadget to access the table, and when they select the

record, it should write agentID into the appropriate table field. During queueing sequence, periodically, IVR

script should check if current call have agent assignment, and if so, to exit with sending the call to the agent?

 

Answer: Once a call enters UCCX,it gets a call id and an impl id specific to that particular contact. The call

control is done by UCCX and not by the agents. The IVR script in UCCX has the call control to be precise. we

have select resource step using which we can select the available agent in a CSQ and reserve him so that he

handles the call. If he refuses or does not answer, it will check for next available agent in the CSQ. If you want

to queue the call into another CSQ, then you can include the dequeue step in the unsuccessful branch of select

resource step and later enqueue it into another CSQ.

 

The agents logged into the finesse desktop will see csq activity report, agent state detail report ...etc which will

give them info on how many calls are waiting in the queue and so on.

 

I hope I have answered all your queries.

 

Thanks and Regards

Vijay


